
Modular Manifold Plates

“G�valves” cover demand for in�line 
valves and � assembled on modular 
manifold�plates � the one for valves on 
manifold�plates. 

With the modular manifold system of 
Hafner, the number of stations can always 
be adjusted by the reseller or by the user 
by just opening and closing two screws.

Customer has the choice of 3 different 
sizes, G 1/8”, G 1/4” as well as G 3/8”. 

The different parts (end�plate left, end�
plate right and individual position) can be 
taken apart and put together at any 
time and at any position. The necessity 
of blanking plates becomes obsolete. 

For detailed technical information, please 
refer to the respective data�sheets 
enclosed.

Besides these standard elements we can 
offer several non�standard elements. 

Availability of 
products and 

customer service

G�valves & 
modular platesStock�level

All the endplates are equipped 
with threads for assembling

DIN�rail mounting clips!



Non�Standard Modular Manifold Plates

By adding the R 53 703 G (G 1/4”) 
element to the standard 5�way 
elements, 3�way as well as 5�way 
valves can be mixed on one 
modular manifold plate.

In certain industries the uses 
appreciated if he can take away air�
pressure at any valve on the plate 
individually. To satisfy this demand we 
developed the “D1�elements” for our 
5�way elements. 

Valves can easily be exchanged by 
closing port 1 of the reverse side of the 
valve without any interruption of the 
air�supply at the other valves.

The system consists of:
End�plate right type R 5 703 GR D1
End�plate left type R 5 703 GL D1
Individual position   type R 5 703 G D1

“D1�elements” for 3�way modules can 
be manufactured on request.

1.) Combining 3�way and 5�way valves.

2.) Closing port 1 at any position of the plate.

3.) Attaching two different pressures at the same plate.

By adding a special plug, two 
different pressures can be 
attached at one modular manifold 
plate.

The plug is intercepting the 
air�supply in the manifold plate 
wherever the customer likes to.

Plug for series 503 G     BS 503
Plug for series 703 G     BS 703E.g 4 bar

E.g 6 bar


